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Problem Identification and
description of need
• Opioid use disorder (OUD) effects people across the United States, especially in rural New
England
• A new approach to identifying patients and starting Medication assisted treatment (MAT) is via
the Emergency Department
• Barriers to successful ED MAT induction are still prevalent; including, physicians not
understanding induction protocols and patients not receiving appropriate handoffs leading to
lapses in care
• These barriers lead to missed opportunities for patients with OUD to get care or being lost to
follow up before they can get sustained care through CMHC’s intensive outpatient treatment
program (IOP)

Public health cost and unique cost
considerations in host community
• In Maine, 636 deaths due to drug use in 2021 an increase from 502 the year prior and 380 in
2020. 1

• In 2017, the CDC estimated that there were 12,000 people in Maine with opioid use disorder.
This population ended up costing the state an estimated 2,654,600,000 in that year alone. 2
• Only 19.9 million of those dollars were attributed to substance use disorder treatment

2

• Substance use disorder and the opioid epidemic has only been exacerbated by the COVID -19
pandemic. This is true in Maine, but also across the US. 3

Community Perspective
• Bronte Roberts, LCSE
• …one area that we continue to work on is using the ED to bridge patients to our clinic.

• Dr. Paul Vinsel, MD
• “the opioid epidemic is as bad as ever”
• It is a shame when someone comes seeking help and is lost to follow up due to a
misunderstanding or documentation error

Intervention and Methodology
• Collaborated with ED and FM physicians
• Produced a QuickText that synthesized steps for MAT induction in the ED
• Incorporated Emergency Department head to further refine information to increase physician
uptake

Response
• We have no measured response to this intervention
• One qualitative measure is the enthusiasm and interest for this project driven by Sheldon
Stevenson, DO who is the head of Emergency Medicine at Central Maine Medical Center

Evaluation of effectiveness and
limitations
• Effectiveness could be evaluated in a few quantitative ways
• Number of ED MAT inductions

• Number of patients who do/do not establish care in the IOP after ED induction
• Number of ED providers with X-waivers or ability to prescribe suboxone
• Qualitative measures of success may include:
• ED physician perspectives on patients with OUD and effectiveness of MAT
• Patient’s perspectives of experience between ED visit and establishing in IOP
• A limitation to this program includes physician stigmatizing patients with OUD and lack of
physicians who can prescribe suboxone within the ED

Recommendations for future
interventions/projects
• Infographic or advertisement of QuickText within emergency department to increase awareness
• Surveying ED providers on perspectives on MAT and patients with OUD
• Providing information to ED providers on how to become a suboxone prescriber
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